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Undressing Earth Day: Nude tradition returns
Our manhood in the field covers trek hands-on, clothes off
By Christopher Crosby

Bryan Mayo, a relaxed three-year naked ride
veteran and co-organizer for this year's
event,
described
As the sun glinted offofassembled bikes,the air
what would be the
ripe with the smell of drying paint and the scents
worst-case scenario.
of spring, a slight breeze carried trills of nervous
"Falling off your
laughter and ruffled through shirts and pants scatbike," Mayo said.
tered haphazardly on the packed dirt road.
"It's the only rule
Around me, belt and bra buckles unclasped in
we really have: If
unison and fell to the ground.
one person goes
I hesitated, looking around at the 50 plus peodown, we all wait."
ple in various states of undress and, taking a deep
After
clothes
breath, I removed the last vestiges of my modare removed and
esty.
collected in a volFor nature and journalism,I was prepared to do
unteer's car, the
my part.
crew sets off. John
Whether loved or hated, the much-anticipated
Vicenzi and Robert
naked Earth Day bike ride, a University of Maine
Keegan — struck
tradition, was back again.
Crosby
by a touch of genius
Dating back to 1970, April 22 sees celebrations
and wielding the
on campus of International Mother Earth Day, as it
shaft of a vuvuzela — lashed a chair to a platform
is recognized by the United Nations.
Embracing the all-natural spirit, I joined other and pulled the contraption behind a bike chariotbrave souls to bare all for the planet. Disrobing, style.
The most adventuresome of the lot — a unicywe smeared ourselves in green paint — some apclist whose wheel was adorned with a paper reconplying lotion to keep themselves sleek and shiny.
I arrived at the determined meeting point — the struction of the earth — boldly peddled in the front
of the line.
out-of-the-way
Spectators,
intersection
of
many feverishly
Grove Street and
snapping pictures,
Allagash
Road
Taking a deep breath,I removed the last
cheered from side— panting for
Courtesy photo
vestiges of my modesty. For nature and
walks while cars Continuing with Earth Day tradition, students celebrated Earth Day by riding naked around campus
breath. My trusty
honked encour- painted green.
steed, a relic of a
journalism, I was prepared to do my part
agement.
bicycle with two
Rather
than noise grew. Windows in the halls lining the grassy passed?
flat tires, seemed
show embarrass- expanse were thrown open to enjoy more than the
"It's not too late buddy," came a cry from beinadequate. I was
ment, the proces- spring air.
hind.
sure I would end
sion yelled and whistled, chanting "Happy Earth
Halfway around the mall, an agonizing cry rose
With astonishment, I watched as the male
up separated from the group.
from the crowd. Looking around wildly, at first I smiled, threw his bike to the ground, dropped
Trying to shake my trepidation, Amy Marches- Day."
The scene reminded me of kids who have es- thought the worst had happened — "Green naked his pants and joined in the procession to raucous
sault, one of the event's organizers, said it was the
cheering from the crowd.
largest showing of nude bikers she had seen in her caped parents' clutches and streaked throughout biker down?"
To my left, an unpainted student on a bike apGrinning like fools, we circled the mall not
the neighborhood — only this time, police were
three rides.
proached our group. He seemed to be disappointed
"It's great every year," she said. "It's liberat- on our side.
As we got closer to the mall, the crowds and about something. Was it envy in his eyes as we
ing."
See Naked Bikers on A4
StaffReporter

Defense attorney: Cheney innocent
New details expected to come out in May 2 trial
By Jamison Cocklin
Staff Reporter

File photo
The trial of South Berwick man Garrett Cheney will begin May 2. Cheney has pled
not guilty to charges brought against him for the death of University of Maine student Jordyn Bakley Jan. 30, 2010.

The trial of a South Berwick man
charged in 2010 with the hit-and-run
death of a University of Maine elementary education student will begin May
2, and new details are expected to come
to light as both defense and prosecution
say they are well-prepared for the proceedings.
Garrett Cheney, 22, pled not guilty
to charges of manslaughter, leaving the
scene of an accident that resulted in serious bodily injury, criminal operating
under the influence of intoxicants and
aggravated criminal operating under
the influence of intoxicants on May 20,
2010, at the Penobscot Judicial Center
in Bangor.
The charges stem from the death of
20-year-old Jordyn Bakley of Camden
that took place in the early hours of the
morning on Jan. 30, 2010, in Orono.
Though he has been somewhat reluctant to address the news media for fear
any negative coverage will disrupt his

client's right to a fair trial, William Bly,
Cheney's Portland-based defense attorney, said much of the evidence against
his client is circumstantial.
"This is an awful,awful tragedy," Bly
said. "The only thing that could make it
worse would be to convict an innocent
person."
Bly added the defense has hired an
accident reconstruction expert who will
likely testify at the trial.
Cheney allegedly struck and killed
Bakley at approximately 3 a.m. on Jan.
30, 2010, in front of 15 Middle Street in
Orono near her apartment. According to
court documents, he was driving on the
wrong side of the street when he struck
Bakley, who was killed instantly.
A newspaper deliveryman found
Bakley's body at 5:30 a.m.
In the weeks that followed, a vigorous investigation was launched to find
suspects responsible for Bakley's death.
At the time, the investigation and
mystery surrounding Bakley's death

See Cheney on A4

Outgoing president reflects on 7-year UMaine tenure
Kennedy says university at'new model land-grant status,' draws students with facility upgrades
By Matthew Soucy
StaffReporter
When University of Maine
President Robert Kennedy was
inaugurated in 2005, he was excited about his opportunity to
lead where he believed he could
make a difference.
When Kennedy steps down
on July 1 from his role as president after seven years, he will do

so believing he has furthered the
advancement of the university
and the state of Maine and hoping his accomplishments will
maintain a positive environment
here after his departure.
"I feel very satisfied with the
things that we have done over
the past seven years," Kennedy said in an interview Friday.
"There were a lot of really good
things that happened."

Kennedy said one of his biggest goals during his tenure was
to create what he calls the "new
model land-grant university."
"The University of Maine is
perceived by the public at large
as something that is relevant to
the state because of our students
and the jobs they get which
contribute to the economy of
Maine," Kennedy said. "That's
what to me the new model land-

grant university is, and I think
we have definitely achieved it."
During his tenure, the face
of the campus has changed with
the addition of the Student Fitness and Recreation Center, the
renovation of the Collins Center
for the Arts and the refurbishment of the Wells and Hilltop
dining locations.
"The biggest impact [of] the
Rec Center — as important as

it would be on recreation and
wellness for our students — is
going to be on our academic
programs," Kennedy said. "It is
going to help recruit people to
our campus, and it has."
Along with campus upgrades,
Kennedy has exerted himself to
find other means to help financially support UMaine.
Kennedy's fundraising ef-

See Kennedy on A4
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Flag nabbers
come forward
Two male individuals admitted to stealing a flag raised
in honor of the University of
Maine's LGBTQ community's
Pride Week earlier this month.
Information from an unnamed
student helped the university
determine the identity of the
two individuals. Dean of Students Robert Dana will give the
student the promised $500 reward for providing information
about the incident.
According to a press release,
the students admitted stealing the flag and claimed they
"draped it over an exterior sign
at a UMaine fraternity, but it
has not been seen since." The
two males deny vandali7ing the
flagpole during the same incident, which occurred overnight
on either April 11 or 12.
As of yet, neither student has
been charged with any crime,
but both have been referred to
Judicial Affairs. A University
of Maine Police Department
investigation is ongoing to determine who is responsible for
the flagpole damage.
"Based on the investigation
and evidence, we are comfortable that this incident was not
motivated in any way by hate
bias," UMPD Detective Bill
Flagg said in the release.
Dana said in the release that
the students' punishment will
"be commensurate with the serious nature of this incident."
"These students failed to
consider the ways in which their
actions would affect others,"
he said. "UMaine rightfully
prides itself on mutual respect
and there is no tolerance for
behavior that makes others feel
threatened or disrespected."
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Rental policy's impact questioned Struggling students
Police chief cites earlier ordinance as reason for nightlife calming in Orono to get more oversight
By Rob Stigile
News Editor

"It was just ordinary people carrying out their ordinary
lives. It's just that hours shift
and the way that people have
visitors over — which is a
perfectly legitimate thing to
do — is different," Richert
said. "And it ranged from that
to things that were abusive
— things like trash or people
going to the bathroom outside
or being drunk or whatever."
In order to address these
issues, the town implemented
an amendment to its land use
code alongside the creation
of the rental unit registration
program.
Through these two measures, the town changed the
allowable number of unrelated occupants of a single unit

more accountability for the
whole situation."
When asked his opinion of
how the ordinance alterations
have affected Orono's rental
scene,one landlord, who asked
to remain anonymous, agreed
he has seen changes — but
they might not be the shifts
the town council intended.
"It did solve the problem —
the one of us being able to buy
and rent properties in those
neighborhoods," he said.
Chad Bradbury, co-owner
of large area leasing company
KC Management,said the economics of trying to pay back
a 20-year mortgage with only
three tenants excluded him
from certain neighborhoods.
"You can't make money on

In order to combat a slew of
issues in neighborhoods with
noise and parking arising from
the conversion of single-family homes to rental properties.
Orono devised a scheme five
years ago involving amendments to or the creation of
town ordinances.
While the passage of these
official ordinances coincides
with the change in neighborhood behavior cited by the
town's police chief, the jury is
still out on the exact cause of
this shift.
According to Orono Police
Chief Gary Duquette, nightlife
in this town used to be a very
different scene.
"I've been here for 18 years
"They don't want the college kids to have
now, and I remember when I
first got here, the parties were
any fun, but they sure do like their money."
huge," Duquette said. "I mean,
it was nothing to go to a party
Chad Bradbury
with 300 kids there and having
Co-owner
two or three or four of them
Management
KC
going on in the same night.
"That's really rare now," he
said.
In 2006, issues in the com- from five to three in the two a three-bedroom," Bradbury
munity came to a head. Town largest areas — the Medium said. "Four and five [bedroom
Planner Evan Richert said he Density Residential and Farm- units] are the way to go."
Richert maintained the
"received a flurry of com- ing and Agriculture zones —
plaints" about noise and park- and forced landlords to dem- changes were not intended to
ing "in a couple neighbor- onstrate compliance with this force college students out of
single-family neighborhoods
hoods" that had previously restriction.
Duquette said these changes but were merely a way to halt
been inhabited by single famiwere made to foster "a work- the creation of large-group
lies.
He said the addition of ing relationship" with town rental units in those areas.
"I think they're trying to
rental properties marketed to landlords and to "get them
college students brought "a involved in the whole thing edge college students who
different lifestyle" to once and policing their own rental want to live in groups of four
properties and to have a little or five people to areas that
quiet side streets.

are zoned for more multifamily kinds of development," he
said, pointing to the downtown
and other commercial zones as
By Beth Kevit
examples. "They're welcome
Asst. News Editor
in the [Medium Density Residential] district, it's just that
A nationwide change in how
there can't be five people with
universities monitor students
five lifestyles and five cars."
Even with these areas set for satisfactory academic progaside for new multifamily de- ress will require those advancvelopments, Bradbury pointed ing slowly to submit two apto past struggles companies peals to stay in school: One to
have encountered when seek- their academic deans and one to
ing permission to build as an their financial aid offices.
Currently at the University
indicator of attitudes many
town residents have toward of Maine, a student whose GPA
falls below the minimum for
the college population.
"It's funny, you listen to his or her year of study — a 1.5
how hard the townspeople for a first-year student, 1.7 for a
fought Orchard Trails, but second-year, 1.8 for a third-year
that's the solution to all their and 1.9 for a fourth-or-moreproblems," he said, adding, year — must appeal to his or
"They don't want the college her academic dean to stay in
kids to have any fun, but they school.
If the dean and student agree
sure do like their money."
Many of Bradbury's prop- on terms of what will be done to
erties qualify for grandfa- raise the GPA, the financial aid
thered status under the ordi- office is told the student may
nance, which allows him to still receive aid.
After this semester's grades
rent a unit to a maximum of
five unrelated individuals so are posted, academic deans and
long as the building was used the financial aid office will bein this manner before the new gin working together to deteroccupancy restrictions were mine if a student can both stay
enacted. In this way, he is able in school and remain eligible
to skirt the restriction — at for financial aid.
"Satisfactory academic progleast on his older properties.
Still, he said a lack of ac- ress is really saying broadly that
tion on the ordinance's con- a student must be working toditions by town officials has ward a degree with timely prognot spurred him to change his ress, with good grades, so at
the end of the four or six years,
business practices.
"Nobody is knocking on they can graduate," said Peggy
doors and counting beds," Crawford, director of Financial
Aid at UMaine.
Crawford said the change in
See Renters on A4
federal SAP guidelines is "making them more prescriptive" by
synthesizing old requirements
with new ones.
Students will have to earn the
minimum GPA for their year and
finish a minimum percentage of
their classes, but they will not

Academic progress rules to change
be allowed to attempt more than
150 percent of credits needed to
graduate from their programs
without earning a degree.
"You can't continue to get
financial aid forever," Crawford said, explaining the third
requirement. She offered an example of a full-time student taking six years to earn a four-year
degree but failing to graduate.
"The federal government
is really asking institutions to
bring [academics and financial
aid] together," said Virginia
Nees-Hatlen, associate dean for
the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences."Are students making
good use of financial aid, making good progress toward a degree?"
Nees-Hatlen said it may seem
"like punishment" to a student
who loses financial aid eligibility and cannot take classes. She
added the SAP process may be
"more painful to students temporarily but may be better for
them in the long run."
"The goal of it is to help
them graduate," she said. "If we
don't take a time out ... they dig
a deeper and deeper hole, and
they don't graduate."
A student who fails to meet
SAP guidelines will receive two
letters over the summer — one
from an associate dean and one
from financial aid. They must
respond to the letters with separate appeals,creating more work
for students and administrators.
"I don't think it'll be as bad
as it may sound," said Alan
Kezis, associate dean of the
College of Natural Sciences,
Forestry and Agriculture. "I
don't think you'll see a dramatic number of students doing

See Financial Aid on A3

Buy a bad product?
Maine law may help
By Chris Chase
Staff Reporter

Photo courtesy of Stanley Leyitsky
The former Bumstock stage, the last physical memory of what was once the most popular music festival in Orono, was disassembled and removed from its location behind Hilltop parking lot Friday afternoon. The reasons behind the removal remain undetermined, as repeated calls to
university officials over the weekend were not returned by press time. A two-day festival originally organized in 1972 by UMaine student Bruce
Gram, Bumstock played host to bands such as Godsmack and State Radio over the course of its 34-year tradition before being cancelled in 2006
due to declining attendance.

Virtues Hair & Skin Salon
Our Aveda stylists are trained to
pamper and expertly care for you
and create looks that suit your
life and your style. And it's all
done with pure flower and plant
ingredients that protect nature's
beauty while enhancing yours.
Book one get one 50% off! Book a color
appointment for you, your
friend gets 50% off.
Men's Cut Special! Bring your guy with
you and he gets his cut 50% off.
Discount for new clients only

vvww.virutessalon.com
Find us on Facebook!

The next time something
you own suddenly stops working for no apparent reason,
pause before you shell out
money to replace it.
You could be covered under
Maine's implied warranty law.
This seldom-utilized law
covers any product purchased
in the state of Maine except
used cars. Every non-perishable product, from toasters to
televisions, falls under this
law,intended to protect against
faulty merchandise.
The Maine Consumer Law
Guide features a three-pronged
test for determining whether a
product is covered by the warranty. If it was purchased in
the state and is "so poorly designed or made that it is seriously defective and its use is
impaired; you have not abused
it, and it was purchased less
than four years ago and is still
within its normally expected
'useful life," then there is
a good chance that it can be
fixed at no cost to you.
However, it is not as simple
as showing up and demanding a
new product. According to the
Maine Consumer Law Guide,
the consumer has to give the
business that sold the product
a draft letter and a notification
of the product's defect.
There is a lot of leeway on
what can be considered the
"useful life" of a product.
Even so, for expensive purchases like laptops and large
home appliances, it can pay
off to follow the procedures
outlined to get a product fixed
for free.
The biggest problem facing the law today is peoples'
lack of knowledge of its existence. Many businesses, even
large chains such as Macy's or

Best Buy, see little use of the
law, often only a few times a
month.
"If that — it isn't often at
all," said Danielle Faulkner, an
operations senior at Best Buy
in Bangor. "It's not something
that is widely known."
In addition to that, the 10page guide can mislead consumers into thinking they are
covered for something they
are not.
"People that do know about
it sometimes don't understand
what it covers," Faulkner said.
Many department store
employees interviewed had
no knowledge of the law at
all. With such infrequent use,
it seems evident that Maine
consumers do not have a great
deal of knowledge about its
existence.
"I'd say in a year we maybe
get five or six claims," said
Rob Mackenzie, a manager at
the Bangor Mall Sears.
For many businesses, the
implied warranty can move in
on territory occupied by their
service plans.
Best Buy's "Black Tie Protection" is one such plan, which
is often purchased along with
the product. Maine's implied
warranty law covers a great
deal of what the plan covers,
with only slight discrepancies
between them.
Other businesses have the
same problem.
"There are things that this
four-year plan covers that our
service plan covers," Mackenzie said.
However, the plans have
differences that can cause misunderstandings.
"We've had people come
in here saying that 'this is
covered under Maine's implied warranty' when it isn't,"

See Warranty on A4

Correction...
In an article on page B 1 of the April 21 edition of The
Maine Campus, it was written that the Maine Masque gave
"She Looks Good in Black" director Sarah Mann funding
for the play. SUMITT,the Maine Masque's sister group,
funded it. Also, admission is free, as the article said, but
donations are encouraged to defray original play costs.
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Boston-to-Bangor bike ride aids autism fight
2 UMaine students make 260-mile trek ending on mall, raising $1,200 to date in honor of one rider's young cousin
By Jennifer Vincent
Features Editor
Two University of Maine students
embarked on a 260-mile bike ride from
Boston to Bangor Thursday evening —
to the mall on the UMaine campus to be
more exact — all in the name of autism
awareness.
According to the national Autism Society, autism is a spectrum developmental disorder that currently affects one in
every 110 children born in the United
States and one in 70 boys.
Drew King, a fourth-year mass communication student, and Samuel Tweedie, a fourth-year nutrition and exercise
science student, have been training for
their interstate adventure for two months
in the Student Recreation and Fitness
Center. They usually complete 30 to 40
miles at a time on stationary bikes with
resistance.
"We usually do a hundred a week on
the stationary bikes,
but I'm sure it
will be different
on the road,"
King said last
Monday. "The
worst is if we get
a headwind — that
would be problematic. But we've been
training for two
months,so it should
be good."

The change of scenery has been moti- ther Tweedie nor King had experience there that King met Carol Colson, the
vational, according to Tweedie.
with distance biking.
Senior Vice President for Community
"Since it was cold when we started,
"His cousin got diagnosed with au- Relations and Communications at Banwe had to work out on indoor bikes. We tism and he wanted to do a fundraiser. gor Savings Bank. She was so impressed
started with 20 miles every other day. I said, 'OK, I'll think about it," King by his fundraising efforts and unique
We've had to continually push ourselves said. "Then I thought, 'Let's just bike ideas that she pledged $500 to the cause
to get back to it and keep going," he said. from Boston to Bangor.—
then and there.
"I'm not a fan of biking,but it was the viOver the past two months, King has
Following the first donation, more
able option. We've just been able to get come to share Tweedie's connection local businesses joined the effort. Rose
outside with our road bikes recently and with the cause of autism awareness.
Bike sponsored King by providing a
it's a lot easier, a lot more inspirational."
"Sam pedals his heart out every day bike for him to ride and Curva Ultra
King and Tweedie left Boston on because he has to do it for his cousin. Lounge made a monetary contribution.
Thursday with good weather on their Then I'm trying so hard for Sam,to not Monday, King was already pleased with
side, traveling mostly on Routes 1 and 2 let him down," King said.
the results of the fundraiser.
and stopping for the night in Portland.
The pair finished their bike ride Friday
"I didn't think we would receive $750
"We have one of our friends coming night around 9 p.m. by Fogler Library, — that's enough for me. That is good for
with us in a car to meet up
right now," he said."We made
with us every few miles for
the Facebook group back in
"My cousin is my little inspiration
water and food, to keep us
February, but I think people
hydrated and prevent us from
did forget with finals and ev— he doesn't really know it yet."
getting lost," King said.
erything."
These students have a
Tweedie said he hoped
Samuel Tweedie
reputation for organizing
smaller contributions leading
Fourth-year nutrition and exercise science student
fundraisers in the community,
up to the ride would increase
including several at Curva in
the total.
Orono, but this one is differ"With just word of mouth,
ent. The reason for King and Tweedie's well within their projected schedule and we've done really well with fundraising
bike ride is personal.
beating stormy weather on Saturday.
so far," he said. "Every little bit helps
"We've been talking about a new
As of Sunday,the bike ride has raised and we're encouraging people to kick in
fundraiser for this semester and Drew $1,200 for the Autism Society of Maine, $1,$5,$10."
was throwing around ideas and men- including donations from local businessThe thought of a 260-mile, 48-hour
tioned autism," Tweedie said. "I talked es and individuals. Of that total, $700 bike ride is a daunting task for even the
to my mom a week later and she told me will stay in Maine and $500 will be dis- most athletic students. King and Tweedie
my cousin had just been diagnosed with tributed nationally.
have been met with disbelief from their
autism. That kind of sealed the deal."
The fundraising began at a nonprofit friends and classmates.
The idea of a bike ride across state seminar and networking event at the
"That is what we've continually been
lines for autism was spontaneous — nei- Foster Student Innovation Center. It was told 'You're crazy.' The fact is, we're

good friends and can stand being together for that long," Tweedie said."We
also have the motivation to support this
cause. Basically we're both nuts and
willing to put our time into it."
King echoed his confidence in their
ability to reach Bangor but added he
"will probably never get back on a road
bike again."
"Is it crazy? Yes. But it's for a good
cause. It will hurt, but it will be worth it,"
he said."By mile 100 we might be thinking,'This is the craziest thing we've ever
done."
King said he might need to write 260
reasons for his bike ride, one for every
mile, to remind him to keep going when
he is exhausted.
"When you think about people affected by autism or people who can't do
a bike ride like this, it makes you want to
do it even more," he said.
Tweedie has worked
with children affected by autism
in his classes and
said he would
keep them in
mind, but that he
would need just
one reason to keep
biking.
"My cousin is
my little inspiration — he doesn't
really know it yet,"
he said.

Courtesy photo
Fourth-year students Drew King (left) and Samuel Tweedie (right) rest with their driver on the steps of Fogler Library Friday night after a 260-mile interstate bike ride from Boston to Bangor that raised $1,200
for the Autism Society of Maine.

Inaugural SG egg hunt from A2
dubbed great success

Financial Aid

1,000 hidden during 5-day campus-wide prize quest
By Rachel Curit
For The Maine Campus
University of Maine Stuaent
Government held its first Egg
Hunt last week,beginning in the
dark hours of Monday morning
and ending Friday afternoon.
"It was quite wild on Sunday
night," said Jose Roman, a second-year mass communication
student and director of External Affairs for Student Government. "People were already
buzzing about it."
More than 100 students hunted for eggs and though Roman
had no idea what the final numbers were, he was enthusiastic
about the results. According
to Roman, some students got
so into the egg hunt that others
could not find any eggs.
"Hiding 1,000 eggs was the
biggest burden," Roman said.
After"cleaning out Dollar Tree"
of plastic eggs, members of Student Government stashed them
all over campus Sunday night.
Significantly fewer eggs were
nestled among tree branches or
under hedges halfway through
the week, so volunteers went
out on Wednesday night to hide
more.
The color of each egg was
coordinated with its location
and each egg had a point value. Eggs were found between
signs, in trees and on window-

See Eggs on A4

anything different."
Associate deans and representatives from financial aid
form the appellate board. Kezis
said this will create "a lot more
work on everyone's part" but
will ensure board members understand the intricacies of students' situations.
Crawford said the new SAP
guidelines were formed, mostly,
with for-profit institutions in

mind.
sociate director for Financial
"Students have been receiv- Aid at UMaine, said students in
ing financial aid without re- danger of failing to meet SAP
ceiving anything from that," guidelines will be given benchshe said. "Their loan debt is marks to track progress. Their
increasing without achieving a transcripts will be re-evaluated
degree."
at the end of enrollment periods
It is possible for some stu- to determine whether they have
dents to fall into a gap between recovered or are still not meetthe two appeals; however, she ing standards.
said not all of the details have
"There are some students
been worked out and students who just miss the benchmark
will receive explicit instructions and in one year, they can pull
if they fail to meet SAP guide- themselves up," Marrs said.
lines.
"My guess is we would always
Gianna Marrs, senior as- allow an appeal."

Every woman. EVERY YEAR
Whether or not you need a Pap S.M.tnty mom nerds an annual exam
Ivory year. There arc many reasons why. hxludin.5:
I. a dinl(al breast cm
2, a pr10( aam
5 the chance to ask ANYRIIN(;
We'll re "nd WI caringand tnxierstandin Cl
today to
nkc,vour appointment for all annual cam at Mahe adwcot %bitten's
ficahlt Center.

Haley Johnston • Asst. Photo Editor
University of Maine Student Government held its first Egg Hunt on
campus during the week prior to Easter Sunday. Students canvassed campus searching for as many of the 1,000 eggs hidden as
possible to redeem them for special prizes.
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Cheney
from Al
caused grief and speculation
within the greater Orono community.
Cheney, who has no criminal history, surrendered at the
Orono Police Department on
April 16, 2010. He was arrested and later charged with the
crime.
Penobscot County District
Attorney R. Christopher Almy
said considerable evidence has
been collected in the time since
Cheney's arrest that will prove
he was the driver of the vehicle
that killed Bakley.
"The evidence, in our opinion, is very strong," Almy said.
"If anything, our case has gotten stronger."
An Orono police affidavit
filed at the time of Cheney's arrest states he was in Orono on
Jan. 29, 2010, to celebrate his
cousin's 21st birthday.
After allegedly hitting Bakley, Cheney headed south on
Interstate 95. His 2003 Chevy
Silverado went off the highway
around 3:30 a.m. in Etna, the
affidavit states. The truck was
towed to a Newport storage lot.
He was arrested two hours
later at an Irving service station
after state police received an
anonymous call. According to
the affidavit, his blood alcohol
level at the time arrest was 0.15,
nearly twice the legal limit.
On Feb. 5, investigators
learned that Cheney's truck
was still in the towing compa-
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ny's storage facility. It was impounded and taken to the crime
lab in Augusta, according to
Almy.
It is unclear whether Bakley
herself had consumed alcohol
the night of the accident, but it
is believed she separated from
friends to return to a house she
shared with other students at 27
Middle Street.
Bly said Cheney has continued to maintain his innocence.
The attorney also contends
the unfolding of events on the
morning of Jan. 30, 2010. He
believes police have charged
the wrong suspect and said
Cheney called police after his
vehicle left the road that morning, a move Bly said demonstrates good character.
Almy maintains that there
are no records that show Cheney
called police that night and said
the caller was a concerned motorist driving the same stretch
of road as Cheney.
Furthermore, Almy said
Orono police, Maine State
Police detectives and crime
lab technicians were able to
match evidence retrieved at the
scene of the hit-and-run with
Cheney's Silverado and Bakley's injuries.
After being arrested, Cheney
was freed on $50,000 bail. The
trial will take place at the Penobscot Judicial Center in Bangor.
If convicted of manslaughter, the most serious crime with
which he is charged, Cheney
faces up to 30 years in prison
and a $50,000 fine.

Naked Bikers
from Al
once but three times. We even
biked uphill to tease around the
Hilltop dormitories. The path
split at one point and the calls of,
"To the left, to the left" could not
keep us from separating.
"How many naked green
bikers does it take to follow the
trail?" I wondered.
The end of the Earth Day
bike ride brought us to the Memorial Gym for showers, when
the guys and gals went their
separate ways.
As I announced to the entire
group for the first time that I was
reporting on the event as a firsttime rider, several participants
reflected on their experiences.

Warranty
from A2
Mackenzie said. "As an associate, we don't like it."
Another problem with the
law is the amount of time it
can take for the product to be
repaired or replaced.
"It's not something that
happens right off," Mackenzie
said.
The product's claim must be
reviewed to determine whether
it was within its "useful life"
and whether it was used properly. This can take time, and
a claim may be rejected if it
does not meet the criteria.
Still, for big-ticket items,

"We did it last year and I'm
a huge advocate of sustainable
agriculture and sustainable living. I think it's a good idea to get
out there and open people's eyes
— a lot of people are in the dark
about it," said a male who identified himself only as Big Ben."If
it takes everyone getting naked
and painting themselves green
to get the word across, then we
got to do it."
"I'll be back next year," he
added.
Mayo jovially put the trip
into perspective.
"At this point in my life, this
is probably the best I'm going
to look. It's all downhill from
here," he said. "We're going to
look back in 25 to 30 years and
say, 'Holy s---, we road across
the Maine campus naked.—

an easier-to-use protection
plan can cost a lot of money.
According to Home Depot's
replacement plans, a product costing between $800 and
$1,000 costs $189 to cover under a repair plan.
Determining whether the
price of a service plan is worth
its value is typically up to
what the service plan covers.
If it only covers defects and
breakage under normal use, it
is usually a safe bet to skip the
extra cost.
Read the fine print carefully
next time you buy a big-ticket
item. Maine's implied warranty law could provide the same
coverage as plans the smiling
salespeople want to sell you.

Amy Brooks • Photo Editor
Bryce Kennedy, the son of University of Maine President Robert
Kennedy, throws out the ceremonial first pitch before Saturday's
benefit softball game for Special Olympics of Maine. A total of $600
was raised for the organization.

Kennedy
from Al

forts while president are unsurpassed. He ran Campaign
Maine, the largest private fundraising campaign in the history
but Orono's making it work another regulation on that have been able to rein in the of the university. The current
by making the landlord re- one. It's a very simple thing more troublesome elements figures on Campaign Maine
sponsible for the conduct of to fix."
and the town council has show the total raised is approxithe tenants."
Duquette pointed to in- limited expansion of rental mately $152 million.
Bradbury said. "If they enBradbury
agreed
with creased enforcement of a sep- properties into single-family
"We set the goal of having
forced the green space re- Cross's assertions, saying, arate measure — enacted in neighborhoods, Cross encour- this fundraiser principally about
quirement, I would lose my "All it is is trying to keep March 2004 — as the real rea- aged those looking to relocate our academic programs," Kengrandfatheredship."
complainers quiet."
son Orono has quieted down to Orono to seriously evalu- nedy said. "This was a comDennis Cross, owner of
Cross pointed to several in recent years.
ate area demographics before prehensive campaign and we
rental agency Cross Proper- of the complaints commonly
"From our view, from what buying.
set the goals for scholarships,
ties, found the move to be raised at town meetings as we do, it's really been the dis"I will never be able to un- to support student activities, to
a way for the town to blame problems already covered by orderly property ordinance derstand why people move to a support faculty excellence."
landlords for problematic existing statutes. In his view, that's had an impact," he said. college town and then they're
He said roughly 80 percent
units and their tenants.
the changes were an unnecThat ordinance set many disturbed when they find col- of the money has been used to
"To me, all of that is the essary and redundant layer standards for conduct deemed lege students," he said. "I just support academics, both directact of taking the conduct of a of legislation intended to fix proper by the town council re- don't know how that works."
ly and indirectly.
third party and making some- problems that could have garding issues ranging from
Michael Shepherd contrib"It is certainly not all about
one else responsible for it," he been better solved by stricter excessive noise to fighting, uted to this report.
money, but it was very imporsaid.
enforcement of existing poli- with civil penalties for scoffEditor's note: This is the tant to finish the job," he said.
"It hasn't worked any- cies.
laws.
second installment in a two- "There is sort of a clean table
where," he continued. "They
"One of the complaints I
By stepping up enforce- part series examining the poli- now. We finished it, and it altried to make beer companies would hear is 'There's cars ment of this ordinance, Du- cies affecting rental properties lows [incoming president Paul]
responsible for drunk drivers, parked all over the sidewalk," quette said his department has in Orono. Thefirst part can be Ferguson to come in and set his
they tried to make the firearms Cross said. "There's already been able to keep issues under found in the April 21 edition own goals as to where the unimanufacturers responsible for state laws that make that il- control.
of The Maine Campus and at versity needs to go."
people shooting one another, legal — Orono did not need
Even though the police www.mainecampus.com.
Not all of Kennedy's decisions while in office were easy.
Due to a projected budget gap,
Debbie, "the world famous the Student Government mem- nounced the winners on Friday. he was forced to consider cuts
Union cashier," according to bers cutting and folding paper According to Jose Roman, Matt in 2010 that involved eliminatRoman. To get the egg, a stu- and stuffing the eggs.
Pender was in first place with ing programs and faculty posident needed to sing the "Itsy
"Basically, we [wanted to 1,195 points, followed by Chris tions. The Academic Program
sills, among other places.
Bitsy Spider" song to her.
reach out] to the students," he Goodwin with 704. Tyler Roy Prioritization Working Group
"I really wanted to hide eggs
Finding an egg in a special said. "We fund other groups, was next with 446 points; Rob was designed to help with this
in places that people should hiding place won a student a but we don't have [events] that Stigile, the news editor for The process.
know exist," Roman said. The prize instantly, such as Skull- we do every year. I wanted stu- Maine Campus, with 276; Cur"[Seventy-five] or 80 peridea was "that these places candy headphones.
dents to pay more attention to win Martin with 258 and Sergio cent of my time was spent on
would get more traffic."
Before they could hide the what we do. I wanted us to be Alfonzo with 190.
personnel choices and they are
Some eggs were hidden more eggs, there was prep work that reachable. We are here, we can
The winners chose prizes in very tough decisions," Kennedy
creatively. For example, volun- Roman and other Student Gov- have fun and we're here to lis- the order in which they won. said. "It may be a tenure deciteers hid an egg in the Student ernment members needed to do, ten."
These included an iPod Touch, sion that affects a person's caLegal Services office. Clues, but it "wasn't that bad," he said.
Roman said he wants to an HP All-in-One Printer, a gas reer, it may be a hiring decision
such as a photograph vaguely There was a lot of "grunt com- make the hunt an annual event, card worth $50, a $25 gift cer- or eliminating positions in a
showing an egg's hiding spot, puter work" creating the maps but next year Student Govern- tificate to Starbucks, and a pre- limited economy — those have
were posted on Twitter. Roman for the egg hunt, he said.
been very, very tough choices,
ment does not plan on announc- paid Visa debit card.
said he saw students walking
"[The] tediousness came in ing when it will be. He plans
"We were concerned that and you take them seriously."
around with their laptops open, with the slips," Roman said, to hide the eggs and then say, college students wouldn't be
Kennedy said the human aslooking for the picture's loca- adding that a lot of cutting and "The egg hunt is here," without interested, but as it turns out, it pect of making cuts as well as
tion.
folding was involved. He de- prior advertising.
was the exact opposite," Roman outcry from the campus comThey even gave an egg to scribed an assembly line of all
munity affected him most leadStudent Government an- said.
ing up to the APPWG recommendations.
This is the last regular issue for the spring 2011 semester. Check out our year in review issue Thursday.
"I remember a group of 30 to
40 University Singers coming
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Slow getaway
A dark green Cannondale
F500 bicycle worth an estimated
$500 was stolen from the bicycle
rack between Winslow Hall and
The Maples at some point before
4:30 p.m. April 20. The bicycle
was not locked; the chain was
missing and the bicycle was left
there while its owner went to
find a replacement chain. According to University of Maine
Police Department Detective
Bill Flagg,the bicycle must have
been carried away.
Getting down in Lown
UMPD received a report of
the smell of marijuana coining
from an apartment on the first
floor of Lown House in Doris

Twitchell Allen Village at 12:04
a.m. April 22. Officers seized 7
grains of marijuana and a marijuana pipe, still warm from use.
Joshua Komusin,21, was issued
a summons for possession of a
useable amount of marijuana
and was referred to Judicial Affairs.
Smoke signals
UMPD received a report of
the smell of marijuana on the
fourth floor of Kennebec Hall at
11:12 p.m. April 21. A resident
assistant noticed the odor and
called UMPD; however, the RA
saw the room's occupant leave.
When the occupant returned,
UMPD was called again and arrived to confront him. Officers

up to me in Wells Commons and
pleading the case for not cutting
as many of the music programs
as were on the table at the time,"
Kennedy said, adding that several engineering students pled
for funding for non-engineering
programs. "It really gave me an
appreciation of how one major
isn'tjust for students in that major."
He added that universities
nationwide that did not address
the financial issue are dealing
with it now and are worse off
because they did not tackle the
problem earlier.
"That was a very difficult
time," Kennedy said. "It isn't
easy. It wasn't fun, and I wish
we didn't need to do it, but it
was in a planned manner."
Kennedy will remain a member of the UMaine faculty and
will be taking a six-month sabbatical funded by the university.
He will not be filling a full-time
role within the University of
Maine System, despite rumors
swirling around the community.
"I will still be a UMaine
faculty member working from
a home base on campus," said
Kennedy. "The system may reimburse the campus for some
of my time to work on alternative energy and other things that
have a broader systemwide and
statewide potential. In my mind,
I am not working for the system."
Kennedy also discussed issues Ferguson will face.
"He is a lucky man to be
stepping into a position that
will probably be one of the best
— if not the best — of his career professionally and personally," Kennedy said. "I think the
economic challenge will be the
biggest issue he will face."
Kennedy offered a parting
message to the campus community.
"I express my appreciation
for the opportunity to serve this
great institution and to have the
chance to interact with so many
people," Kennedy said."I would
really like people to remember
the University of Maine as a
very special place."
noticed a marijuana pipe in the
room and the resident admitted to smoking marijuana. Benjamin Davis, 20, was issued a
summons for sale or use of drug
paraphernalia and was referred
to Judicial Affairs.
Rude dude
UMPD has issued a harassment notice to a male student.
According to Flagg, no charges
have been filed in this matter.
Flagg said the male has been
sending harassing letters to a
female student. He has been referred to Judicial Affairs.
Weren't you a little early?
UMPD received a report of
the smell of marijuana on the
first floor of Penobscot Hall at
4:07 p.m. April 20. According to
Flagg, one resident of the room
called UMPD to report that the
other was smoking marijuana in
the room and that he was sick of
it. By the time officers anived,
the roommate was gone. The
odor remained.

Compiled from
staff reports
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'Diversions
Dinosaur Comics

By Ryan North

Let's say you're alone in
the universe with a deck of
cards, and you're like,
"welp, guess I'll sort this
deck of cards"
And then
you're like, "welp, guess
I'll make it possible
to lose at \
sorting
,
this deck
of cards"'
I.

SOLITAIRE
AS SHE IS
PLAYED

...-

Crossword Puzzle

so you put the cards into piles and move
them around according to a bunch of rules
that somebody else invented. And eventually
you'll say "man, this game, what's the deal
with this game, probably 1
N.
should ieat at this game".
But you're playing all by
yourself' who are you
yourself' The
cheating'
...,
game" would it help if I
told you that almost 20% of
solitaire games are

___
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PROVABLY UNWINNABLE",

24
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No way it's that
high'
Science
'confirms
itli
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You're doomed to lose a non-trivial
amount of the ti,
me and it's not
like it's goin9 to happen In some
super interesting way. The only
novel way to lose is by dying in
real life, but
\
you only get
t
to do that
ONCE, and if
I
you do, your
- ..,
last words are
•"Oh look, a
,
--four of
hearts.
..s
I can
t
put that
on the three
of hearts."

38

37

As far as last words go: a
solid eight on ten"'

41

40

\

or

43

47
49

\..
\\ 1

53

54

51

S2

A

66

67

68

69

70

V

43- Mountain range
44- Lecherous look
45- Suffix with
Capri
46nous
47- Trudge
48- Med school
subj.
49- Horned viper
51- Biblical verb
ending
53- Black bird
58- Martini's partner
62- Goes out with
63- Dies
64- Killer whales
65-Trim
66- Atomizer output
67- Grammarian's
topic
68- Bhutan's continent
69- Greek letters
70- Keyed up
Down
1- Scarf

A

•
•
•

A

59

60

61

Answer key in sports
2- Gas burner or
34- Big name in
Sicilian volcano
printers
3- Chamber
35- 4th letter of the
4- One-celled proGreek alphabet
tozoan
36- So far
5- Cordage fiber
38- Debt that re6- Iowa city
mains unpaid
7- Campus mil.
39- Prolonged attack
group
41-Be human
8- Bury
42- "The Matrix"
9- Blank look
hero
10- German com47- Vital essence
poser
48- Riding
11- Winglike parts
50- Thin glutinous
12- Clairvoyant
mud
13- Nine-digit ID
52- Freshwater fish
22- Song leader in a 53- Mariners can sail
synagogue
on seven of these
24- Hood-shaped
54- Actress Hatcher
anatomical part
55- Between ports
26- Mistreat
56- American space
27- Russian revoluagency
tionary leader
57- Obtains
28- Aspect
59- Examine, search
30- CD60- Droops
31- Bikini, for one
61- Aha!
33- Seine contents
62- Health haven

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - Your partner may feel a little
jumpy. You may need to find help with your financial situation.
Take time to improve neglected areas in your life.

A

A

SS

65

A
1A/

57

64

•
•

0
A

SS •RUS6
63

Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - Creative pursuits could pay off.
You may make headway in the work force if you put your mind
to it. Someone you would least expect may not have your best inteiesb at heart.

•

A
A
A

•

A

0

Gemini - May 22 to June 21- Don't get depressed — get
busy. You can accomplish a lot if you're willing to put in a
little extra time. Don't invest in joint ventures. You may feel
in the mood to get out and visit friends.

A
A
•
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0

A
A
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A
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0 A
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Sudoku Puzzle

28
9
4
2
9
67

SO

62

Word Search

Find and circle all ofthe summer words
that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell an additional summer item.

7
5

48

—

40- Informally

0

4S

/

B Doroth Gambrefl

JUNE
MOSQUITOES
NO SCHOOL
PICNIC
ROLLER BLADES
SANDALS
SKATEBOARD
SOCCER
SOLSTICE
SPRINKLERS
SUNBURN
SUNGLASSES
SUNSCREEN
SUNSHINE
SUNTAN
SWEAT
SWIMMING
U V RAYS
WASPS
WATER FIGHTS
WATERMELON

42

44

Across
1- Turkish palace
6- Ancient Athens's
Temple of
10- Low in pitch
14- Hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, e.g.
Blanc
1516- Some are pale
17- Snob
18- Bluesy James
19- Capital of
Calvados, in NW
France
20- Veronica of
"Hill Street Blues"
21- Very hot day
23- Implore
River
25- Cry
26Romeo
29- Bedouin
32lift?
37- Actress Arthur
38- Bunches
39rup"The ear's "stir-

ANTS
AUGUST
BARBECUE
BASEBALL
BEACH
BEES
BICYCLE
BLUE SKY
BOATING
BREEZE
CAMPING
FISHING
FLIES
FLOWERS
GARDENING
GOLF
GREEN GRASS
HAT
HIKING
HOLIDAYS
HOT
ICE CREAM
JULY

UUU UUISU

46

,

Cat and Girl

Summer

39

8 9 5
4
2
7_
1
3
6
5
3
6
8
1 4 9

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

62
3
1
5
7
91
7
8

Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You may be thinking ofstarting your own business. Travel and entertaining conversation will be informative and uplifting. Arguments may flare
up in your home.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - You may not accomplish all
that you want to at home. Your outgoing, aggressive nature
could attract someone you've been eager to meet. Use your
ingenuity to find solution.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - You don't owe anyone an
explanation. This is a great day for a trip. Do your own research and be prepared. Do your own thing; you need time
to yourself

tu)
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 - Take a confident leap if
you wish to stay in the forefront of your industry. Sudden
changes will occur through communications with friends or
in-laws.

• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - Be tactful if you see flaws
in someone else's work. Be discreet and don't reveal any personal information.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - Try not to argue about
trivial matters. Tuck your money away where no one will be
able to touch it, including yourself. Offer love and affection
instead of conflict and rejection.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 - Your talents are likely to
be discovered. Things at work have been moving quickly
and you may feel a little uncertain about the changes taking
place.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - Take a day to relax and
pamper yourself. Travel may be very informative. You may
be emotional concerning a rather private matter.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Don't let your mate bully
you into thinking you owe them your time or your life. You
can make profitable investments if you purchase artwork for
your home.
Horoscopes courtesy of astrology-online.com
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EDITORIAL

Academics can
rejoice in wake
offederal ruling
cademia is a prestigious pinnacle, calling forth
the efforts of scholars near and far with a promise of elevated worth and the lofty culmination
of wits.
Graduation day awaits upon the peak of an affluent education, following the crags and crevices of general education requirements, papers and exams. On that final
day, students shout their successes from the mountaintop
with the toss of a tasseled cap and the flash of a freshly
minted degree.
This is how the process is meant to be fulfilled. The
climber is intended to reach the precipice in a timely
manner, leave his or her name among the long list of
other clamberers and swiftly descend to prepare for yet
another expedition.
It's about high time, then, for the federal government
to further reassure academic ambition through national
policy, supporting all those who are serious about receiving and completing their education in a calculated
fashion.
The satisfactory academic progress requirements have
been around since the 1980s, but will now be monitored
by academic deans and financial aid administrators instead of solely the former.
The federal government recently proposed a movement that assures the coupling of financial aid with
properly motivated students. The basic parameters of the
policy entail that students should complete their degree
in apportion to projected credit hours, or risk being put
on both academic and financial probation.
Not only does this plan help further identify students
who are having trouble, it also affirms financial aid is
being appointed to those who could benefit from it best.
Thus,it can serve to inspire those struggling to strengthen
their hold and focus or transfer the mal-issued financial
supplies to those who will utilize them more wisely.
"We look at the whole story and sometimes we're
aware students are not making progress. They're not
thriving," Virginia Nees-Hatlen, Associate Dean for the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, said.
We commend the government for establishing a firmer set of expectations for an institution so often abused
by indolence. It will be more difficult for students to be
able to skim by without the consequence of footing a
steeper price.
Behold the refreshing vision of a new precedent for
enterprise upon the precipice of education and remember what it feels like to be compelled.
It's the perfect step upward, calling student bluffs before they are given the opportunity to plummet headlong
into one.
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Readers speak: Commentary from cyberspace
A red hot weekend rock out
We saw the show two weeks ago — it
rocked.
Bob Sr.
Responding to "Franks: Good till the
last show," Apr. 21, 2011
Government overreaches with
renters
This sort of overreaching is simply
not a legitimate role of government in
the free-market system. Unfortunately,
we have become so used to governmental intrusions that we actually start to
think of this as normal, especially if we
were educated in a government school.
Our founding fathers would be horrified.
Bb
Responding to "Rental restrictions
draw Orono landlord ire," Apr. 21,
2011
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Flag frustrations and follies
The students' denial of bias is about
as credible as their contention that two
separate acts of vandalism occurred on
the same night, against the same flagpole, by two unassociated student(s).
Adam Sunny
Responding to "Students confess
prideflag pilfering," Apr. 22, 2011
Blunt criticism for blunt brother
You strike me as the type of guy who
would take a picture of himself either
holding a cigar to look like a blunt or
holding a lighter up to a blunt prior to
actually lighting / hitting it, just so everyone knows that you're cool because
you smoke pot.

Did!mention the tapestry that's probably behind you as well?"Yeah I smoke
weed, but I don't buy it. I only smoke
when someone offers to smoke me up."
Dr. Dana
Responding to "Top 10 stoner athletes ofall time," Apr. 20, 2011.
Citizens in charge
I guess I missed the part of the column that dealt with the constitutional
requirement of citizenship to run for
president.
In the grand style of today's woefully biased media, Mr. Christopher uses
the same disparagement to dismiss the
pointed avoidance being used by this
administration to deal with an issue that
shouldn't even exist.
Trump does us a service in seeking
answers. Condescension and ridicule so
glibly used to avoid disclosure during
the campaign are poor substitutes for
honest disclosure.
Voters have a right to all the information about every candidate, especially
the facts about each candidate's citizenship — it's constitutionally required.
Do we have a right to ask a candidate
questions about their citizenship? Is the
President qualified to be a candidate for
a second term?
The answer to both questions is"yes"
and Mr. Christopher's unwillingness to
ask them does not preclude others from
doing the same. Those who do so ought
to be afforded the right to not be called
"conspirators" in the process.
Oseh2
Responding to "Political columnist:
Trump presidential campaign stumps
and exasperates," Apr. 20, 2011.

Outsourcing for the future
What steps do you suggest we take to
limit outsourcing? To stay competitive,
companies have to outsource. There are
too many unions and regulations in the
U.S. for them to keep certain jobs here
—especially when it comes to manufacturing.
I think we should just accept outsourcing and realize the economy has
changed. The U.S. is now primarily a
services-based economy. People that
can't get a job should go back to school
and learn a skill they can use to get a
job. Lots ofjobs are not outsourced and
don't make sense to be outsourced.
I'm not sure what your beef with
Wahnart is, Ms. Nason. I think it has
the most employees of any company in
the U.S., but I could be wrong. Anyway,
that's a lot ofjobs. Also,every company
imports products from overseas. Why
not pick on Apple? Everything they sell
is made in China. People are forced to
live in dormitories and work long hours
at the Foxconn factory; multiple people
have committed suicide there.
Yes, we have a trade deficit with
China — greater imports than exports
— but I don't think it has anything to do
with our debts. We're indebted to China
because we've sold so many treasury securities to them.
They've helped our economy grow
and we've helped theirs. The tech sector would not have exploded without
China.
Would you pay thousands for an
American iPod? Me neither. We don't
need to make them out as an enemy; our
economies depend on each other. We've
got to realize globalization is inevitable
and adjust to it, not fight it.
John L.
Responding to "Outsourcing ousts
ambition in America," Apr. 20, 2011

Have an opinion?
Email it to
opinion@mainecampus.com.
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Columnist: Wayfarers don't
Political columnist: Needs
shine when donned by undead of citizens forsaken for
Firstly, Ray-Bans are
awesome and they will
protect even vampires
from the sun;secondly,
Ray-Bans are edgy;and
lastly, vampires are dicks.

SARAH MANN

television featuring vampires. This show features yet
another set of attractive men pretending to be dead
and the adorable necrophiliacs who love them.
The lead vampire lurking in the dark of your bedroom has driven the crowd wild to the point of nausea. And this show — another stroke ofCW brilliance
— has become the most popular show on a network
whose sole purpose is to create popular shows.
In the first episode, the vampire in question enters
onto the screen rocking a pair of Ray-Ban Wayfarers.
However, he ditches them momentarily and never
rocks them again in the next 20 some-odd episodes,
bringing forth once more rule No. 3 from Ray-Ban
lore: Vampires are poseur dicks.
The other concept I felt the need to bring up is the
ever-popular Bret Easton Ellis factor. Every character in his books is sporting some Wayfarers — it's
explicit in the text. These characters are another type
of soulless beast: the vapid social vampires.
Bret taught me three more things about life — everyone in L.A. is bisexual, snorting drugs is, like, totally okay; and everyone must master the art of being
snarky.
The truth is, you can probably wear Wayfarers and
get away with anything. However, with the recent
sporting of the style by ridiculous cultural icons, the
image in my mind goes from the roof-high swimming pool of awesome to the purple-hoodie wearing
and chain-smoking loiterers we are currently overrun
with — an un-sexy, slippery slope.
Then there's HBO's True Blood that never includes
a vampire in sunglasses, possibly because they are
the only fictional undead who burst into flames like
we want them to, rendering sunglasses useless unless they wish to make a fashion statement, which is
seemingly below them.
But True Blood has its own fashion follies with
its deal with Mini Cooper, where sporting slogans
such as "feel the wind in your fangs," sell cars to the
masses. It seems like if vampires aren't pimping one
thing, they're pushing another and sadly, we can't
help but be seduced.
So let me leave you with this: The iconic shades of
my youth are being used as foreplay for tweens with
Twilight hard-ons — in a universe of cheekiness, are
any sweet fashions safe?
If Edward shows up in the latest flick sporting a
be-spangled codpiece, must I take down my David
Bowie posters? Only time will tell.

For ages, I have regarded the Wayfarer as an iconic pair of sunglasses — not the neon pair every kid
owned with the heinous string slung around their
matching tank top, but the ones with the sleek, black
square frames.
If you were super cool,the white frames with black
lenses could trump the classic black, but few seldom
had the sense to pull it off, further proof Ray-Bans
had the dominating stock on bad assery that came
with The Blues Brothers.
However, recently a horrifying discovery was
made, one set to destroy everything righteous about
Ray-Bans — Robert Pattinson rocking the iconic
frames in every film frame.
Is that really some teenage, glitter-porn fantasy incarnate wearing the mother of all badass accessories?
It is indeed.
The above image has taken The Blues Brothers
and made them look like pink frosted cupcakes. The
origin of vampires in Ray-Bans could be attributed to
that one time Ray-Ban put their sunglasses on vampires. Remember that?
The advertisement contained a few hip '90s kids
lounging on the ambiguous steps of some monument.
Cut to a less hip '90s kid running through the city,
trying to beat the sunrise. He busts into their group
and tries to put on a matching pair of shades, but
fails just in time to burst into flames with the coming
dawn.
I remember seeing this ad on television and thinking,"Golly me, how incredibly new and edgy." I also
remember how I used to use endearing '40s-style
phrasing.
Regardless, the ad told us the following: Firstly,
Ray-Bans are awesome and they will protect even
vampires from the sun; secondly, Ray-Bans are edgy;
and lastly, vampires are dicks.
Sarah Mann is afourth-year English student. This
Now this I got on board with this and reconfirmed
last regular column.
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'1he Maine Campus is hiring
for the fall 2011 semester!
Positions to be filled include:

2 regular columnists

votes on campaign trail
PARDIS
DELIJANI

With the 2012 U.S. presidential
election inching closer, President
Barack Obama;s. administration
has become more prudent in the
implementation of its policies and
quicker to jump on the backs of
Republican politicians.
With elections on the horizon,
almost every administration adheres to the politics of winning
votes rather than focusing on needs
of the American people.
Obama's current re-election
strategy requires him to go on a
semi-hiatus from the presidency.
This is the reason why he has decided to take a backseat regarding budget battles, avoid his own
deficit commission and address
the issue of foreign policy as little
as possible. Nearly all U.S. presidents have followed suit when
running for re-election.
These strategies are not only
present in the United States but
in many other democratic nations
as well. The president of France,
Nicolas Sarkozy, is also attempting to adhere to various voter
groups as a result of the country's
upcoming elections. He recently
banned the burqa in order to please
right-wing politicians who are exploiting anti-Islam sentiments in
France under the cover of secularism.
Obviously, during the major
elections that occur every four
years — or in the case for France,
every five years — the people's
needs are pushed aside in order
to keep a certain party in power.
American presidents running for
a second term usually spend three
years working on policies agreeable to the party and one year indirectly campaigning gaining the
support of other voter groups.
The shifting ideology of fluctuating administrations transforms
the active administration into a
chess player that strategizes its
way to victory, rather than implementing new policies that will better serve the people of the nation

or a collective victory.
A president's time in office is
wasted on a re-election strategy.
It delays the legislative process
when the possibility of a second
term is foreseen. If American leaders spend a short time in office and
use a fourth of that time focusing
on endeavors that don't necessarily benefit the American people,
would it not seem more realistic
to encourage an extended serving
term?
After all, more time given to
the administration in power would
prevent recently implemented bills
— such as Obama's health care bill
— from being dismissed, immediately after policy has been set.
With this mindset, one must
also ask of the advantages and disadvantages of having a dominant,
two-party system of government.

Obviously, during the
major elections that
occur every four years
— or in the case for
France, every fice years
— the people's needs
are pushed aside in
order to keep a certain
party in power.
Would the people of the United
States be better off if there was a
one-party system?
This would benefit the government by allowing it to decide on
policy decisions more rapidly and
to have an outline for the nation
that will not change as suddenly.
One element that cannot be
denied is the fact that democracy
slow down the decision-making
process. However, complete government control should not be an
option for any country. Presidents
must be given longer terms in order to resolve the great problems
the countries face today. There
must be a happy medium to resolve the stalemate and back and
forth of the process of policy decisions.
If not, it will be difficult for the
United States to progress in any
field of diplomacy.
Pardis Delijani is a third-year
international affairs student. This
is her last regular column of the
year.

1 political columnist
Please send a resume and 3 writing samples to Madelyn Kearns
and Michael Shepherd on FirstClass.
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Summer Arts Guide 2011
In the immortal words of Alice Cooper,"school's out for summer," and that means no Style & Culture section for a few months. To make
up for our absence, we've compiled a guide to Maine music festivals, major album releases and expected blockbusters.

Maine Summer Festivals

Aroostakoostik
New Sweden

n Maine,there are only a few precious months when outdoor music makes sense. Luckily,those
summer months are filled with great options for catching live music from some of the state's
best local artists, as well as national touring acts. This list doesn't even touch on the number of
outdoor concerts on both the Bangor and Portland Waterfronts. Music and fun are the main goals
here, no matter the genre or setting, so plan accordingly to taste and enjoy.

I

July 9
Arootsakoostik will celebrate its fifth anniversary with performances by a number of Maine musicians. This year's lineup features everything from folksters to indie bands; acoustic strummers
to bluegrass pickers. Hear sets from The Lucid,Theodore Treehouse
and Jeff Beam Preservation Society along with rootsier acts such as
Wesley Hartley and the Traveling Trees and Jesse Pilgrim. Depending on your summer residence, it may be a haul to get up there, but
the intimate setting and great music are sure to make it worth the trip.
Ticket prices will be announced soon. For more information visit
their Facebook page.

The Way Life Should
Be Fest
Brooks
June 3
This smaller-scale jam band, funk and reggae festival is music without all the fanfare. Taking place on
property north of Belfast in Brooks, The Way Life
Should Be will be kicking off June with a linnUp featuring a few bands that are familiar in the Orono scene
including Cyborg Trio, Chaos Sauce. The Running
Gags and DJ Les. Maine's own Stream Re gae will
be headlining.
Only 2,500 tickets will be sold to this music and
camping festival — according to the Facebook event:
"The first 300 tickets will be available;for $35. The
next 300 will be available for $40. Th*emaining will
be available for $50 dollars at the doot." For more information, visit their Facebook page or email thewaylifeshouldbeproductions@gmail.com„ To purchase
tickets, visit thewaylifeshouldbe.ticketleap.com

Old Port Fest
Portland
June 12

KahBang
Bangor
Aug 5-13
With a stellar initial lineup for 2011 — and Nateva bowing
out —KahBang has emerged as Maine's premiere festival. For its
third year, the film and music festival is only getting bigger, once
again occupying the Bangor Waterfront for nine whole days. Last
year, the city turned into an artistic playground with film screenings and performances galore, not to mention the stellar two-day
music festival which featured B.0.B.,OK Go and Biz Markie.
Now with big names like My Morning Jacket, Chromeo, Atmosphere and many more just announced, it's obvious the organizers keep trying to outdo themselves. Early-bird tickets will be
on sale April 29 — no word on prices yet, but admission to the
music festival portion last year was $25 for both days. See the
inset box for the complete initial lineup and visit kahbang.com for
more information. More artists will be announced soon.
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Those looking for a fun way to kick off the
summer in downtown Portland should check out
Old Port Fest on June 12. The festival includes
all kinds of activities for everybody in the family,
including a parade, trapeze swing, rock wall and
bungee trampoline. There will also be live music
on several stages throughout the day. Things get
started at 11 a.m. and continue until 5 p.m. The
best part is that it's all free -- and nothing beats
free entertainment.

•
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Portland Music
and Arts Festival

•
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Free Range Fest
Belfast

Portland

April 30

American Folk Festival

The Maine summer festival music circuit begins with its most
indie-oriented event this weekend in the lovely coastal town of
Belfast. The Free Range Fest, which takes place at venues across
the town Saturday,features a number of independent national and
Maine musicians. Portland bands Brenda, Dead Man's Clothes
and The Milkman's Union will be showing up, as well as some
eclectic acts including The Gawler Family Band from Waldo
County and folk artist Michael Hurley from the other Portland.
Passes are $18 in advance,$20 the day of and $9 for children
under 12. All events are open to all ages, but there will be a 21+
after party presented by Portland blog Hilly Town at 10 p.m. at
Three Tides. The festival info center opens at 9:30 am. and will
be located at in Belfast. For more information visitfreerangemusicfestival.com.

Bangor

Aug. 20
Head down to Portland on August 20
for a day filled with great music for a great
cause. The proceeds from this year's festival will benefit the Maine Children's Cancer
Program. The day's other main purpose is
to showcase the talent of local artists, with
sets by The Jason Spooner Trio,Pete Miller,
Samuel James,Carbon Leaf and even a sixslot open mic with participants determined
by a WCLZ jury. All the fun happens at 128
Free Street from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. and tickets are $10 in advance or $12 on the day of
the event.

KahBang
announces initial
1 lineup

If you went to last year's KahBang music, art and film festival — or you heard
about how fun it was from your friends
—you've probably spent the past few
months wondering who is playing in
2011.
The wait is over. Indie staples My
Morning Jacket will be headlining, alongside electro duo Chromeo,New England's
own Grace Potter and the Nocturnals, rap

Aug. 26 - 28
Just as the next school year gets underway, the Bangor Waterfront will come alive with diverse acts and vendors at the American Folk Festival. You won't find much in the way of mainstream
acts or household names,but the performances are sure to expand
your cultural background tenfold. There's everything from jazz to
zydeco and food and craft purveyors are just as varied and internationally inspired. There's a $10 suggested donation per day at
this family-friendly annual event. Visit americanfolkfestival.com
to learn more.

legend Atmosphere and fan favorites The
Gay Blades. The initial lineup also includes a few more up-and-corners in rock
and hip-hop, with many more local and
national acts to soon be announced.
Once again, the festival will last for
nine days and span across Downtown Bangor. According to a press release, the final
lineup will feature around 40 bands for the
weekend music festival and KahBang Cri)

Night performances in local venues. Early-bird tickets go on sale at 10 a.m. April
29 through the festival's website.
The release also stated that more information on artists and tickets will be made
available in the coining weeks. Now in its
third year, KahBang is only getting bigger. The complete initial lineup is listed at
the top of the page. Visit kahbang.corn for
more information and to keep updated.
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Summer
Movie Guide
By John Shannon and Nicole Begley

Warner Bros. Pictures

Paramount Pictures

As summer break draws near, Hollywood will soon release their
tent-pole films, hoping to lure audiences away from beaches and
amusement parks and into air-conditioned theaters. With four
months' worth of films ahead, The Maine Campus' resident film
critics pick the movies they're most excited for.

John's picks:

Paramount Pictures

and "The Rocketeer," is due for a hit. Comic book
geeks already know how this movie ends,so it will
be interesting to see how the general public reacts
to the Captain's fate.

supporting roles in "Paul," "MacGruber," "Whip Nicole's picks:
It" and "Adventureland."
In "Bridesmaids," she takes the lead as a woman 5)Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides
who serves as maid of honor to her recently en- (May 20)
3)Thor(May 6)
It's a big summer for comic book films, but gaged friend, arranging a bachelorette party in Las
The last movie ended with a hint at a sequel and
"Thor" is the biggest of them all. It brings cosmic Vegas. The shorthand description would be it is director Gore Vibinski came through. Jack Sparelements and fantasy into the Marvel world in a big "The Hangover" for women, but potentially more row returns, sans Elizabeth Swan and Will Turner,
way and a lot is thrust onto the film's shoulders in entertaining.
searching for the Fountain of Youth with the help of
order for "The Avengers" to work.
his old flame Angelica, played by Penelope Cruz.
Advanced word is positive, and Chris Hem- 1)Super 8(June 10)
However, Jack's not the only one, contending
To be honest, I don't know much about "Super for the fountain's discovery with Blackbeard, Answorth is poised to break out as Thor like Chris
Pine after "Star Trek." Director Kenneth Branagh, 8." I've intentionally stayed in the dark to keep as gelica's father. Whereas the last movie was not a
known for his Shakespeare adaptations, seems like many surprises for myself as possible, seeing only huge hit, this one looks promising. Johnny Depp
a perfect fit for "Thor," a film centered on a char- the trailer and poster — but my God, what a trailer will be a witty, drunken pirate, Cruz will hopefully
acter fraught with issues regarding his father,Odin, and poster.
be a swashbuckling leading lady and there is of
Produced by Steven Spielberg and directed course the return of the Black Pearl.
and brother,Loki.
With "Captain America" and "Thor," Marvel by JJ Abrams,"Super 8" takes place in a middleThis is just what we need to start off the sum4) Captain America: The First Avenger (July
where a train derails and mer — a buccaneering film set toward a dreamlike
'80s,
the
in
town
America
"The
of
goal
2012
its
reaching
of
brink
the
on
is
22)
strange makes its presence known. It's destination.
Marvel severely disappointed last summer with Avengers," and good or bad, it will be fascinat- something
this is "E.T." or "War of the Worlds,"
if
uncertain
stones
stepping
the
and
product
final
the
see
to
ing
"Iron Man 2" — hopefully "Captain America" will
a homage to the Amblin films from 4)The Tree of Life(May 28)
clearly
it's
but
way.
the
along
rise to the occasion.
'80s.
the
I can't say much about the plot because the trailSet during World War H and going all out with
to craft great popcorn ers give next to nothing away, though the Internet
how
knows
Abrams
JJ
13)
(May
Bridesmaids
2)
a
like
looks
"Captain"
Red Skull as the villain,
Kristen Wiig — She's the reason I'm excited for entertainment and Spielberg needs no introduction. has managed to share some information.
pure pulp comic book movie and a balance against
This summer is packed with sequels, remakes and
"Bridesmaids."
"The Tree of Life"follows Jack,played by Sean
the serious nature of "The Dark Knight" and "X— if audiences grow tired of them, Penn,in his older years as he reminisces about his
adaptations
Fey
Tina
over
fawning
busy
is
everyone
While
Men."
8" has the potential to be this summer's childhood. He reflects on his complicated relationChris Evans is usually the best part of any film and Amy Poehler,Kristen Wiig has been crafting a "Super
"Inception."
landing
moments,
great
with
filled
résumé
comedic
ship with his parents, played by Brad Pitt and Jeshe's in and Joe Johnston,director of"October Sky"
sica Chastain, and his possibly premature loss of
innocence.
Terrence Malick is a genius for creating the
sense of mystery that surrounds this film. It is out
of sheer curiosity that I recommend seeing it this
summer.

5) Rise of the Apes(August 5)
The "Planet of the Apes" saga is an old school
franchise, dating before "Star Wars." "Rise" is
equal parts prequel and reboot, intending to add to
the story and play with audience expectations.
The film is allegedly more dramatically focused
than its frenetic,apes-gone-wild trailer — the monkeys stay in cages until the final act. James Franco
stars as the scientist experimenting on our future
overlords; Andy Serkis, the man who played both
Gollum and King Kong, provides motion capture
for Caesar, the ape who leads the rebellion. This
is the first film in the franchise to use CGI apes
instead of men in suits, with the company behind
"Avatar" providing effects work.

3)Beginners(June 3)
Despite the building momentum of gay pride,
there are still those afraid to come out of the closet,
particularly older people who have been heterosexually married for years.
This is the case for Hal, a 75-year-old man
played by Christopher Plummer. One day he tells
his son Oliver,played by Ewan McGregor,two lifechanging facts: he is gay and has terminal cancer.
Though this film deals with heavy issues prevalent
in today's society, it looks to be done with grace,
humor and a bit of flair. As a lover of Plummer and
McGregor, here's hoping the movie is as good as
it looks.
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2)Something Borrowed(May 6)
If you're looking for a movie full of girl drama,
look no further than "Something Borrowed." Based
on the best-selling novel by Emily Giffin,terminally single Rachel is in love with her crush from law
school,Dex. Naturally,there are complications.
Dex is Darcy's, the best friend played by Kate
Hudson,fiancee and Rachel's best guy friend Ethan,
played by John ICrasinski, is in love with her.
Who will end up together? We can only guess
and we'll probably be tight, but we still want our
suspicions confirmed. Guys may not like it, but it
should provide a good girls' night out.
1) Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part
2(July 15)
The finale we've all been waiting for has arrived
at last — the final showdown between Harry and
Voldemort. Who will win?
Most ofAmerica — OK,the world — knows the
answer, but for those living under a rock, I won't
spoil the ending. Many viewed the last movie as the
greatest one in the series. In order for the final one
to top it, director David Yates has to pull out all the
stops and really go all out — he will find himself
facing an angry population of Harry Potter fans if
he doesn't.
From the few available commercials, the film
looks promising and should be the bang the "Harry
Potter" series deserves to go out on.
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In life and Balmy weather, buzzworthy releases
death we From hip-hop to indie, the soundtrack to your summer is shaping up to be a solid one
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Column
When one of the people I
looked up
to the most
passed away
just over two
years ago,
the headline
for his obituary in this
newspaper
was simple:
The Beat Report
"The kid
By Kegan Zema
lived for
music" — a
quote from one of his closest
friends.
For anyone who knew him,
the association was simple
— Andy was a musician, a fan
and a promoter.
I've enjoyed being able to
share my thoughts on music in
this column for two-and-a-half
years. Love what I'm saying or
hate it. I'd like to think that if!
were gone tomorrow,someone
could say the same thing about
me.
Perhaps my favorite thing
about music is that, in some
way or another,everybody lives
for it. It's the soundtrack to our
mundane lives, a rallying cry for
any given generation, an ever-accessible memory and a safe place
to retreat.
Nine times out of 10, the
music a person listens to affects
the way they dress, think, speak,
love and interact with the world.
For some,this effect is just more
obvious.
But the debate always ends
up being over authenticity. Not
just,"Is this kind of music more
authentic than that kind?" but,"Is
this person more authentic than
that one because of their music
taste?" In my last column,I wrote
about how Facebook perpetuates
this quandary.
If I've grown up or learned
anything from writing this
column,it's that, when it comes
to personal authenticity, there's
no accounting for taste. If you
love the music you do because it
means something to you,turn it
up loud enough to drown out the
dissenters.
Whether you define yourself
by metal, rap,indie rock, top 40,
country, pop-punk, post-rock,
dubstep,orchestral suites, opera,
Christian rock, polka, ska, zydeco
or any other genre that has ever
come into existence, be proud of
what you listen to, play or create.
The discussion of"good"
music vs."bad" music is sure to
rage on until humans no longer
exist. But when you have your
headphones on, none of it really
means anything.
The only time all of this can
get ugly is if we start liking
something(or not liking something)for the wrong reasons.
Do you dig that new buzzband
because the Internet says you
should or are you actually
picking up what they're putting down? Do you hate Dave
Matthews because it's cliché to
like him or because it's really not
your thing?
I'm constantly lost in a haze
of sometimes-warranted-sometimes-unwarranted blog hype,
conflicting album reviews,
enthusiastic and/or misguided
Facebook friends — basically,
everybody's goddamn opinion.
To wade through it, I've
developed a pretty simple test: I
ask myself,"Do I actually want
to listen to this?" If the answer is
obvious — I either find some sort
of value in it or!don't — then
I'm in the clear; I'm not a poseur.
If the answer gets muddy,then
I'm probably forcing myself to
have an attitude.
My end goal is to always be
honest with myself. I don't care
what music you listen to,I only
ask that you're honest with yourself as well.
I say continue to search for the
music that defines your life: The
lyrics you want tattooed on your
body,the song you want played
at your wedding,the album
you'll play if you get divorced,
the artists you want your kids to
know about, the artists you want
your grandkids to know about.
And even the song you want
played at your funeral — because
we all live for music.
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Roc-a-fella, Roc Nation, DefJam

By Jay Grant

while navigating the "series of tubes" known as the
Internet. Odd Future is a group of demented teenage
skater punks obsessed with rapping about anal rape,
The year is winding down and The Maine Campus murder and cocaine.
It all sounds like sheer shock tactics because it is.
will soon be taking its summer hiatus. That means
The Maine Campus music staff won't be around to What separates the young members of Odd Future
hold your hand through the crowded music universe. from the offensive Insane Clown Posse is that their
Luckily, our final issue is here to provide a guide strategy is to draw you in and make you listen to the
to which releases to watch out for during the break. rest of what these kids have to say.
Take group leader Tyler,the Creator's latest single
Here are some of the highlights and probable break"Yonkers" — the music video for which is a mustouts for the sunnier side of 2011.
Hip-hop is not taking any kind of summer va- see. Tyler rhymes "Jesus called, he said he's sick o'
cation this year. Cultural icon and resident lovable the disses / I told him to quit b----in' and this isn't a
jerk Kanye West is set to ride the wave of last year's f---in' hotline / For a f---in' shrink, sheesh I already
incredible "My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy" got mine / And he's not f---in' workin', I think I'm
wastin' my damn time."
— this paper's top album of 2010.
Tyler, the Creator's second solo studio album
First, Kanye will be releasing a collaborative
album with frequent partner and guru Jay-Z, en- "Goblin" is set to be released May 10. Odd Future
titled "Watch the Throne." The title alone signifies affiliates, MellowHype, are due to release a remasKanye's inarguable ascent to hip-hop royalty as a re- tered physical edition of their album "Blackenedsult of his recent endeavors. While it remains to be White" later this summer. MellowHype features
seen if Kanye will be bested by his elder as he was wordsmith Hodgy Beats and producer Left Brain.
In other rap news, recently-released-from-jail Lil
in the "Late Registration" track "Diamonds From Sierra Leone," lead single "H.A.M." tips the needle in Wayne is dropping "Tha Carter IV" on June 21. The
widely popular rapper, who worked suicide watch
Yeezy's favor.
Kanye is not stopping there — despite the release while in prison, is keeping things slightly more amof "My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy" late last biguous than 2008's monolithic "Tha Carter III,"
year and the imminent release of"Watch the Throne," pushing the release date on a couple of occasions
West recently announced he had yet another upcom- and providing conflicting information regarding the
ing solo studio release, set to hit shelves and online album's packaging — just Weezy being Weezy.
On May 3, white boy hip-hop legends Beastie
retailers by the end of the summer.
Not much is known about the as-of-yet untitled Boys will finally be releasing their first proper rap
album, but in a tweet, Kanye divulged he "put some album in years,"Hot Sauce Committee Part 2," after
bassoon on this motherf---er." One can only dream delays on their previous album due to MCA's bout
with cancer. Though they are getting on in years, the
of the possibilities.
That's not all for hip-hop news. Chances are you tracks available online suggest these party-loving
have come across a Los Angeles-based rap collec- Brooklyn nerds still have it.
If hip-hop is not your style and you tend toward
tive known as Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All
Music Critic

XL
the polite, comfy, NPR rock persuasion, rest assured
this summer has your back, too.
Cass McCombs, Julian Lynch, and Thao and Mirah all release new records this week. Each is a solid
folky work somewhat out of season but enjoyable
nonetheless. Later in May, expect almost-sure-to-bespectacular albums from Okkervil River, the Antlers,
My Morning Jacket, Death Cab for Cutie and Sonic
Youth frontman Thurston Moore.
In June, check out new records from the U.K.'s
Arctic Monkeys; garage rockers Black Lips; hardcore Canadians, F---ed Up; muted Brooklynites,
Woods; Wisconsin folkie Bon Iver; and Seattle electro-dance duo Yacht.
All in all, it is going to be a good summer.

TCIP
PANDA BEAR - TOMBOY
2 VIVIAN GIRLS - SHARE THE JOY
LAKE STREET DIVE- LAKE
STREET DIVE
4 PETER BJORN AND JOHN - GIMME
SOME
S EPICENE - A WALL STREET ODYS
SEY
6 DOM SUN BRONZED - GREEK
GODS
DESTRO9E - KAPUT
8 STARFUCKER - REPTILIANS
9 TV ON THE RADIO - NINE TYPES
OF LIGHT
10 PAINS OF BEING PURE AT HEART
- BELONG
11 SOUNDS - SOMETHING TO DIE
FOR
12 LYKKE LI WOUNDED RHYMES
- ATLANTIC/LL
13 BRUTES - WONDEROUS PUNCH
14 TORO 9 MOI - UNDERNEATH THE
PINE
15 MASERATI - PYRAMID OF THE
SUN
16 BEACH FOSSILS - WHAT A PLEA
SURE (EP]
17 DUM DUM GIRLS - HE GETS ME
HIGH
18 BOAT - DRESS LIKE YOUR IDOLS
19 CARNIVORES - CHANDELIER (EP]
20 LOCH LOMOND - LITTLE ME WILL
START A STORM

-11 Utilities Included
Within walking distance of UM campus
On-site Laundromat
Quiet Private Setting
On,Two,Three,and Four Bedroom
Units
Reserved parking space for each unit
24 Hour Maintenance

•rates vary by apartment size and

37 BOULDER DRIVE ORONO,ME 04473

866-4300 V/TTY:711
liousing-toundation.com
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Point Guards
from B6

Amy Brooks • Photo Editor
University of Maine hockey player Joey Diamond tries to turn a
double play from shortstop in Saturday's benefit softball game.
The hockey team took on local police to raise money for Special
Olympics of Maine. The event brought in $600.

Baseball
from B6
order with two strikeouts.
The Black Bears followed
that up by batting through the
order in the bottom of the first,
compiling five runs on six hits
off Albany sophomore pitcher
Kasceim Graham, yet stranded
the bases loaded with one out,
limiting damage that could have
been done.
"[Graham] came out and
walked [junior center fielder
Taylor] Lewis to start, then
Calbick with the bases loaded
and momentum went our way,"
Black Bears head coach Steve
Trimper said. "He settled in and
we weren't able to put anything
together [after that] because he
wasn't walking guys."
"It was important to give Jeff
a lead," Fransoso said."When he
has a lead he can do some damage. He's hard to hit."
After another one-two-three
inning by Gibbs, Graham also
settled into the game,retiring the
Black Bears in order.

3. Chris Paul, New Orleans
Hornets
After thinking about this list
all year,I felt pretty comfortable
about Paul's spot at No. 3. Just
three years ago, he was considered the complete evolution
of a point guard — a quicker,
stronger, faster Isiah Thomas
— but after a knee injury, that
explosive speed looked just a
half-step slower.
Still, Paul runs the point
guard position as well as anyone
in the league, and gets the most
out of his teammates solely
because of the Hornets'captain's
play. With those thoughts in
consideration, No. 3 was appropriate.
Then I watched Game 1 of
the Western Conference Playoffs
against the Los Angeles Lakers.
Paul's performance was one of
the best I've seen in the NBA
this year, and he single-handedly
beat the two-time defending
champions on the road by posting a ridiculous 33 points, seven
rebounds, 14 assists and four

The Great Danes managed by freshman designated hitter,
their first hit in the top of the Josh Nethaway,pulling the score
fourth, a sharply hit grounder by to within two, at 5-3, where it
sophomore first baseman Greg would remain at the end of nine.
The Black Bears walked eight
Muller that Patzalek just missed
on the dive attempt. Nothing batters in the finale, something
came of the single, as Gibbs re- Trimper looks to stifle.
"It's nice to win a series in
tired the next three batters.
After the offensive onslaught one day. We got that behind
in the first inning, Graham ourselves so we're looking for
settled in, retiring the next 15 a home sweep," he said. "We
UMaine batters before freshman played good baseball today bedesignated hitter Alex Calbick sides the walks. We only give up
reached on a single before get- runs when we walk guys. No one
hits us hard. Our best pitchers
ting picked off at first.
The Great Danes reached the are the guys that aren't walking
scoreboard in the top of the fifth batters. You can't give away free
after an RBI-double by sopho- stuff: no walks, no errors and no
hit batsmen."
more left fielder Nolan Gaige.
The Black Bears look to
Scoring was silent until the
top of the eighth, when Albany sweep today, as junior pitcher
gained their second run of the A.J. Bazdanes is scheduled to
game, this one off relief pitcher, start on the mound.
"Tomorrow we need to come
sophomore Stephen Perakslis.
After a leadoff walk by Gaige, out and do the same thing we
senior shortstop Kyle Crean were doing," Fransoso said.
drove him home with a deep "[We need] to play strong defense, good pitching and timely
RBI-double.
After another walk, Perakslis hitting to come out with the
was pulled in favor of freshman sweep."
The first pitch is scheduled
Shaun Coughlin, who allowed
an Albany run on a sacrifice fly for 2 p.m.

steals. Granted it was against
L.A.'s point guard position,
which statistically speaking is
the worst in basketball.
Regardless, Paul needs to
give me another outstanding season along the lines of his 200809 season, where he averaged
22.8 points, 11 assists, five-anda-half rebounds and almost three
steals per game.
I can't say someone is best in
the league if his best days are,
unfortunately, behind him.

while upping his assists to just
under eight per contest.
The biggest addition to
Rose's game was his 3-point
shot. While he doesn't shoot at a
great percentage, Rose did drain
128 threes this season, compared
to 32 in his first two seasons
combined. Rose discovered if he
kept his defender honest beyond
the arc, the paint would open up
so he could do what he does better than anyone but the next guy
on this list: get to the rim.

2. Derrick Rose, Chicago Bulls
All right: If Paul is three and
Rose is two, then you've obviously looked ahead to see who
could possible be No. 1. Or,if
you have any foreshadowing
insight, you realized it after the
first sentence. Regardless, this
No.2 spot is in no way a knock
on the soon-to-be 2011 MVP.
Rose saw a meteoric rise to
stardom this year in only his
third NBA season. He is the
only player to be in the top 10
in points per game and assists
per game this season, although
LeBron and Westbrook weren't
too far behind. Rose bumped his
point total up to 25 per game,

1. LeBron James, Miami Heat
What? How can LeBron be
a point guard? He's built like
a hybrid of Karl Malone and a
freight train.
But when you think of the
greatest point guard of all time,
usually one name comes to
mind: Magic Johnson. Well,
Magic is listed at 6-foot-9inches, while LeBron is listed
at 6-foot-8-inches. In addition,
Magic once started a game in his
rookie season at center, going
as far as taking the opening tip,
and is renowned for starting at
every position in his NBA career
— yet we still consider him the
greatest point guard ever.

After this summer, we all
realized LeBron was not the
uber-athletic version of Michael
Jordan, but rather a Magic-type
playmaker disguised as the most
incredible athletic specimen we
have ever seen. So LeBron is
a point guard masquerading as
a forward — glad we covered
that.
Going further, who is the
Heat point guard? Carlos Arroyo
began the year as the starter but
was waived midway through.
Mario Chalmers was benched
for the aforementioned Arroyo.
If you say Mike Bibby,I'll tell
you to get out of 2002.
If LeBron settles into this
role, he can still average that
triple-double for a season that
has only been reached by one
player — Oscar Robertson.
Unfortunately for LeBron,
the NBA fans and media suffered fatigue of the King, which
made room for Rose to come in
and most likely grab the MVP.
But no one can dictate a game
the way LeBron can, no player
can change the outcome the way
LeBron can and no one has ever
played the point guard position
the way LeBron can.

Amy Brooks•Photo Editor
First baseman Justin Leisenheimer stretches to make a catch in game one of two against the University of Albany. The Black Bears took both games and look to make it a sweep Monday April 25.

Tkink.Summer Universit1/49!
The University of Maine's Summer University offers more than 600 courses throughout the summer designed to meet the
diverse needs of lifelong learners offered on-campus and at selected off-campus sites, including the University of Maine's
Hutchinson Center. Over 100 courses are offered online worldwide and through interactive televised technologies.
• Graduate Early
• Lighten Your Semester Course Load
• Take Advantage of Lower Tuition $ Before Fall Increases
• Enjoy Smaller Class Sizes
• Be Inside During Black Fly Season
• Earn Three Credits in Three Weeks!
• Choose from 19 Flexible Calendars
• Select From Over 600 Courses

• Further Your Career With Professional Development
Courses
• Take Online Courses at Home While on Summer Break
• Travel and Study
• Take a Course Outside Your Major
• Find Plentiful Parking!
• Enjoy a UMAINE Summer

...on-campus, on-line, on-site...
Register Early — Classes Fill Quickly — Registration Begins February 25

Summer Schedules: May 9- August 19
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2 Black Bears focused on 2011 improvements
Offensive captains Flynn and Abbott look to build off successful individual campaigns and improve team's standing

File photo
After leading the Black Bears in goals, junior forward Brian Flynn was named a 2011-12 team captain.

will compensate with early practices once the squad comes back
next year.
"It's tough to [improve as a
team] in the summer because
none of us are together," he said.
"But once we're back, we'll start
up some captains' practices and
stuff like that to get some chemistry and go from there."
Flynn echoed that sentiment,
calling on trust in each teammate
in order to improve this summer.
"You can always improve on
everything, but!think guys know
what they need to work on in the
summer and you need to trust in
one another to do that," he said."I
need to improve my skating and I
need to work out to put on some
weight and get stronger."
Flynn built off a fantastic
sophomore year —he finished
second on the team in points — to
lead the 2010-11 squad in goals
his junior year with 20. With an
even bigger role this upcoming
season, Flynn looks to raise his
responsibility with the team.
"It's obviously much more
responsibility when I come back
next year," he said."As far as this
summer it doesn't change much,
[but I] still need to work as hard
as I can.
Since the Black Bears lost half
of the team's top scorers for next
season, more pressure will be on
these two leaders to shoulder a
bigger role. Hopefully Diamond
won't mind repaying the favor.

File photo
After finishing second on the team in total points, junior forward
Spencer Abbott was named assistant captain for the upcoming
hockey season.

"It's going to be better for
the fans," he added."It will be a
more comfortable environment
with the air quality, and we're
installing new lower-bowl seating. We're adding seat backs to
the middle rows that are currently benches and new benches
at the ends of the ice. There will
be new boards and glass, new
sound system and some new
flooring on the concourse level.
In following years we'll be renovating the restrooms and the
front entrance."
Those renovations in the
coming years are phase two of
the AARP, funded by separate
fundraising.
Outlined in that project are
the aforementioned restroom

and front entrance renovations,
along with upgrades to the ticket office and the Bear Necessities Store, and the expansion
of the UMaine Hockey Hall of
Fame. Phase two is expected to
get underway in 2012 and be
completed by 2014.
While it seems like a lot to do
in a few short months, Whitehead thinks the pressure of next
season will help the project be
completed on time.
"Anytime you do major construction at a state university,
there could be issues," he said.
"We're on a very tight time
schedule, but I kind of like the
fact there's a lot of pressure. We
don't have an alternate site to
play games, so there's a lot of

urgency to complete the project
by our first home game on Oct.
2. Otherwise we'll be playing at
Sawyer Arena. Inevitably there
will always be snags — the
timetable is our biggest enemy
— but it will also be our biggest
motivator."
Even in its ancient state, the
Alfond never seizes to impress
those who visit. In a Feb. 11
article in The Wall Street Journal, the Alfond was named the
best atmosphere in all of college hockey, saying,"Games at
Maine's Alfond Arena feel like
the hockey version of Friday
Night Lights. The crowd is a
mix of diehard locals and feverish students."
"You can always remember

those big wins you had at the
Alfond," junior forward Brian
Flynn said. "One that sticks out
for me was the first game I ever
played there against Northeastern [University] — you hear so
much about it, then it finally becomes real. I think seven games
into the season we beat Boston
College, who was ranked No. 2,
and I scored a big goal late."
"I visited a few places and after I came here and saw a game
[at the Alfond], I was sold,"
junior forward Spencer Abbott
said. "The biggest thing I think
of when I think of the Alfond is
the fans, and they're not going
anywhere."
That's one part of the Alfond
that doesn't need fixing.

Boston

If the Bruins are able to come
out winners, they will face the
winner of the Philadelphia Flyers and Buffalo Sabres.
If the Bruins manage to get
through the Eastern conference's rich talent and make
the Stanley Cup Finals, they
will win it. I love the Bruins'
chances this year. If Boston
truly has a shot at bringing
back two championships in
2011, the Bruins will be half
the reason.

against either No.4 seed
Orlando Magic or the league's
best team, the Chicago Bulls.
The Celtics are showing superb endurance and control in
their series with the Heat, but
they will need some extra firepower in order to roll through
the next couple rounds. I see
the Celtics as a strong team
and definitely a contender
for the title, but the deck is
stacked against them.

October comes,there is no
doubt in my mind this team
will be clicking on all cylinders, chugging away like an
unstoppable locomotive to the
World Series.

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor
At the first fundraising softball game between the University of Maine men's hockey team
and the Orono and University of
Maine Police Departments,sophomore forward Joey Diamond
called on junior forward Brian
Flynn to pitch to him during the
home run derby.
It won't be the last time Dia-

Alfond
from B6
slowing down the puck. We
play a speed game, and that's
not to our benefit."
One of the primary construction projects over the summer
will be the installation of a new
rink floor, along with a new
chilling system below the ice
and a new ice-making procedure
— switching from ammonia to
the more eco-friendly glycol.
"With help from [former
Gov.]John Baldacci, we secured
a $300,000 grant from Efficiency Maine — we're renovating
in an environmentally friendly
way," Whitehead said. "It will

mond calls on Flynn for the assist, especially in the upcoming
hockey season, which will feature
Flynn and fellow junior forward
Spencer Abbott as captains.
After a breakout season,which
saw him increase his point total
from the year before by 12 points,
finishing second on the team with
40 points — Abbott was named
an assistant captain for the 201112 campaign.
The Hamilton, Ontario, native

save energy costs and we're going with a glycol system instead
of ammonia,and it's much more
environmentally friendly."
As for improvements to benefit attendees, the entire lowerbowl seating will be replaced,
with the bleachers in the middle
turned into seats and the benches at the end of the rink be replaced. In addition, there will
be a new sound system, new
flooring, improved air quality
and updated fire alarm systems
installed.
"Until now, the way we've
heated and cooled the building involved opening doors,"
Whitehead said. "We're installing a new heating, ventilating
and air conditioning system.

discussed some of the improvements needed in his game this
summer that will benefit him during his senior season.
"Hopefully I gain some
strength and size," Abbott said.
"I want to put on some weight in
my legs and be stronger [on the
ice]."
While it's hard for the team to
improve as a unit during the summer — with everyone back at
their respective homes — Abbott

from B6
incident was just two years
ago, when the Pittsburgh Steelers and Penguins combined
for both the Super Bowl and
Stanley Cup titles. Boston has
executed the dual championship once, in 2004, with the
Red Sox and Patriots.
With both the Bruins and
Celtics currently looking to
go deep into the playoffs, its
about time we look at their
chances to go all the way,
along with upcoming bids of
both the Red Sox and Patriots
— pending a season. Here are
the chances for Boston winning a championship within
the next year:

Jesse Scardina• Sports Editor
The University of Maine softball team dropped both games of their
doubleheader by scores of 6-5 and 7-3 to Binghamton University.
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Boston Bruins — 67 percent
The No. 3 seed Bruins
currently lead their opening
quarterfinal series, 3-2, against
division-rival No.6 seed Montreal Canadiens. Lacking home
ice advantage for their next
game on Tuesday, it's going to
be mighty tough for the Bruins
to wrap up the series in Game
6, but two of their three wins
have come in Habs Country.

Each year,sports fans take a look at their city's
chances of bringing home glory, preparing for
either seasons of misery or title runs ofhope. For
very few,a championship is within reach across
all sports each year, but for most others, having each team go.500 is a productive year.
Boston Celtics — 54 percent
The No. 3 seed Celtics
already booked a spot in the
Eastern Conference semifinals, facing — most likely
— against the Miami Heat
in a much-anticipated sevengame series. Moving on to
the conference finals would
most likely feature a matchup

Boston Red Sox — 78 percent
Forget about the bad start.
The Red Sox are now 9-11,
and slowly, but surely, climbing the ladder back to normality. To all of you Yankees
fans out there: Enjoy your
time at the top. Just remember
to check over your shoulder
every once in a while. When

New England Patriots — 11
percent
Please, don't think I'm being overdramatic in calling the
Patriots' season over already
because of their disappointing
playoff exit last season. The 11
percent above does not predict
the team's chances for having
a successful season; instead,
these are the chances for even
having a season. The NFL
lockout obviously impairs this
percentage, but with a viable
season, I'd like to say the
number would be around 61
percent. The Patriots will, once
again, be one of the league's
top teams.
Quarterback Tom Brady
remains in his prime, but
problems with the offensive
line could cause trouble. A few
minor fixes in roster management should put this team on a
list of Super Bowl contenders
with Indianapolis, Pittsburgh
and defending champion
Green Bay.
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mainecampus.com
COL u m

SCOREBOARD
Red Sox (Fri.)
Bruins (Sat.)
Red Sox (Sat.)
Trail Blazers (Sat.)
Baseball (Sun.)
Softball (Sun.)

43
2 1
50
84 82
30
56

Angels
Canadiens 2(OT)
Angels
Mavericks
Albany
Binghamton

76ers (Sun.) 86 82
Softball (Sun.) 3 7
Celtics (Sun.) 101 89
Baseball (Sun.) 5 3
Red Sox (Sun.) 7 0
Hawks (Sun.) 88 85

Heat
Binghamton
Knicks
Albany
Angels
Magic

Marshall stabbing
latest athlete abuse
Newest chapter in media
stepping out of bounds

mainecampus.corn

Alfond Arena preps for $3.5 million facelift
New rink floor, heating and cooling system and seating among the many projects slated for summer renovation

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor
Standing tall at the athletic entrance to campus
since 1977, the Alfond
Arena has greeted
stuincoming
dents
and
shivering
oppo-

nents
for over
years.
30
Its iconic look
is symbolic with the
University of Maine.
After over three decades of
being the mecca for the Black
Bears, the Alfond is getting
a much-needed, $3.5 million
facelift.
Technically, the Alfond
Arena Renovation Project has
already started, and if you have
a keen eye for detail, you may
have noticed new white paint
on the north and south end ceilings, or extended railings for the
arena's balcony — but those
are just the tip of the
iceberg.
The AARP
is a multi-

fa c
eted renoproject,
vation
which UMaine men's
hockey head coach Tim Whitehead believes will produce a
better environment for the fans
and a better opportunity for
the Black Bears to compete,
all while incorporating environmentally and e4onomically
friendly additions.
"We've
alw5L
felt the Alfond
is our little
Fenway

Park,"
Whitehead
said. "It's something we cherish and we want to keep. Having
said that, like Fenway Park, we
need to maintain it and enhance
it each year.
"The purpose of the renovation is to give us a better opportunity to compete on the national
level," he said."One look at this
year's Frozen Four teams will
give you an idea of how important your facilities are in recruiting.[The University of] Minnesota-Duluth went through four
losing seasons, and when
they announced their
new arena, their recruiting classes
and on-ice
results
sk y -

rocket ed,
and they've
had three winning seasons since its inception."
On the competitive side
of things, Whitehead spoke
of issues with the rink floor
that has suffered 34 harsh
New England winters.
"We still have the original rink floor from 1977,"
he said. "To give you an
analogy, a road in Maine
during the winter gets
frost heaves. The floor
in our rink has some
frost heaves in it and
'Means we need to
make the ice thicker
to even the floor,
See Alfond on B5

Haley Johnston • Asst. Photo Editor

The elite UMaine baseball muzzles Great Danes
point guards University of Albany snags just 5 hits in Sunday doubleheader sweep by Black Bears
in the NBA
,—By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Column
Down to the five best point guards in the NBA,
I took some liberties in The Decision, but if you watch as much
basketball as I do, it should make
sense to you as well.
Light on the numbers in this
edition, as these All-Stars put up
stat lines so mind-blowing, that if
I tried to type them, my keyboard
could explode.
By Jesse
Scardina

5. Russell Westbrook, Oklahoma City Thunder
Westbrook saw the greatest
rise this season. Everyone knew he was going to
be good, but some people are questioning whether
he's too good to remain Robin to Kevin Durant's
Batman. Prior to this season, I don't know if I considered him one of the 10 best point guards. Now
he's throwing his name into the top 10 players in
the NBA,let alone point guards.
Westbrook — along with Derrick Rose,LeBron
James and Blake Griffin — is one of four players
in the NBA you cannot take your eyes off of when
he's in the game. Well,five if you count Kevin
Love's rebounding.
While leading all point guards with 4.6 rebounds per game, Westbrook saw his points per
game take a six-point jump — up to 22 points per
game — to go along with his eight assists and two
steals.
If Westbrook and Durant are able to remain as
unselfish as they've been in their first three seasons together, they will be the best duo in the NBA
for years to come.
4. Deron Williams, New Jersey Nets
The forgotten great point guard of this generation, Williams never seems to get enough support.
While he may be the most complete point guard in
the league, his steady numbers make him the Tim
Duncan of point guards — rarely flashy, but able
to explode for 30 points, 15 assists or both — it
hurts his rating when comparing him to such jawdropping specimens.
Williams was put into an extremely bizarre
situation this season, going from one of the steadiest organizations in all of professional sports to
one that is in phase one of rebuilding. However,
with the Nets'eventual move to Brooklyn, and if
Williams can get a physical presence to join him
— see Dwight Howard — then he could finally
see his name in lights where it belongs.
See Point Guards on B4

After the postponement of Saturday's double-header because of rain,
the University of Maine baseball
team's first home series got off to a
late start, with the Black Bears taking
the first two of three from the University of Albany.
The Black Bears improve to 1520 overall and 5-4 in America East
Conference, while the Great Danes
fall to 13-20 and 5-4 in AEC.
The Black Bears cruised to a victory in the first game, thanks in part
to a terrific outing by junior pitcher

to the scoreboard in the bottom of
the third, as freshman second baseman Troy Black led off the inning
with a double. Sophomore shortstop
Michael Fransoso reached on a walk,
followed by a double steal that advanced both runners into scoring position. Senior right fielder Joey Martin continued his hot streak, ripping a
two RBI-single to center field.
Although they didn't need it, the
Black Bears added an insurance run
in the next inning, as sophomore
third baseman Tyler Patzalek led off
with a single. Freshman Mike Connolly came on to pinch run for Patzalek, eventually scoring off a single

"It's nice to win a series in one day. We got that
behind ourselves so we're looking for a home sweep."
Steve Trim per
Head coach
UMaine baseball
Keith Bilodeau. Allowing just two
hits over seven innings, Bilodeau
shut out the Great Danes en route to
a 3-0 win.
"I tried getting the changeup going, but I didn't need it. It's fun getting off to a good start in front of the
home crowd," Bilodeau said.
After going hitless through the first
two innings, the Great Danes posted
both their hits in the third — both
were singles, followed by 12 straight
batters retired to end the game.
The Black Bears made their way

by Black, finishing up the scoring at
3-0.
"I found the umpire's zone and hit
my spots after that," Bilodeau said.
"I pretty much put the ball where I
wanted to and [freshman catcher]
Fran Whitten helped me behind the
plate."
The Black Bears got off on the
right leg in the second game of the
day, as sophomore pitcher Jeffrey
Gibbs put the Great Danes down in
See Baseball on B4

Amy Brooks• Photo Editor
Third baseman Tyler Patzalek dives back to first during Sunday's doubleheader against the University of Albany. The Black Bears won 3-0 and 5-3
and will take on Albany for one last game in the series Monday April 25.

Beantown's shot at a 2011 championship
Column
As an avid Boston sports fan, I
can gladly say I've
been spoiled over
the past decade.
From 20012010, New
England-based
professional
sports teams have
combined for a
total of six World
By Liam Nee
Championships in

eight appearances with 13 division
titles. I witnessed the Patriots not
only win their first ever Lombardi
trophy, but two more after that.
And let's certainly not forget about
"The Comeback" when the Red
Sox finally won, after an 86-year
drought — a lifetime for some.
To say the least, I consider myself a lucky fan, born at the perfect
time to see some amazing happen
— like the Boston Celtics' 2008
championship.
Each year, sports fans take
a look at their city's chances of

bringing home glory, preparing
for either seasons of misery or
title runs of hope. For very few,
a championship is within reach
across all sports each year, but for
most others, having each team go
.500 is a productive year.
There has never been a time in
professional sports history when a
city has been home to four different professional sports titles
within the same year. Philadelphia
remains the only city having ever
had an opportunity to accomplish
the feat — with all four of its

major sports teams competing for
championships in 1980-81, only
one team — the Phillies — took
home a trophy.
The city of Detroit has successfully won three, with the Tigers
winning the World Series, the
Lions winning the NFL Championship and the Red Wings winning
the Stanley Cup back in 1935-36.
Having two professional sports
teams double up in the same season is not a rare event — the latest
See Boston on B5

